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Address i2S Line Scan 
Parc Technologique Europarc 
28/30 rue Jean Perrin 
33608 PESSAC CEDEX

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Founded in 1979, the i2S Group is a company dedicated to industrial vision systems. Its LineScan division designs, manufactures and sells worldwide
linescan vision systems for web inspection applications.Our products allow 100%continuous inspection for any fast moving web. With its strong vision
expertise and advanced technology skills, i2S LineScan garantees innovative and performant solutions to ensure quality controls. Being present in
Europe, USA and China, i2S LineScan can support your manufacturing activities in the most active regions around the world. i2S LineScan designs
and sells several architectures of systems within its FLAWSCAN product family.From a basic system that can quickly be integrated on a production line
at a reasonable cost, to a more advanced system for high speed wide web application, all FLAWSCAN systems In addition to standard camera
system, i2S has recently introduced the revolutionnary SMARTSCAN sensor. Whatever the field of application, our products allow 100% inspection of
defects on any type of continuous web material: nonwoven, plastic, glass, paper, etc...
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